Protecting data
access and integrity
Microsoft Security Services from Wipro and
data security controls in Microsoft Azure
strengthen your cyber security program

Business data will always be an attractive target
for cybercriminals. As business reliance on data
and remote work continues to grow, the risks of
data loss become greater. A report on mobile
security found several concerning trends. As an
indicator of risk, 43% of companies have sacrificed
security, yet they are twice as likely to have been
compromised if they do so. Companies recognize
that any security compromise can have significant
impacts:
87% said they were concerned that
a mobile security breach could have
a lasting impact on customer loyalty
Two-thirds that suffered a
mobile-related compromise said
the impact was major and 55%
suffered lasting repercussions
29% said they suffered a regulatory
penalty as a result of a mobile-related
security compromise
As these statistics indicate, strong and up-to-date
cyber security is a critical requirement for doing
business today.

The challenges of protecting
your business data
Today, your business must protect more
data that is:
Generated by more users, applications
and devices
Stored in more places and by more
partners and providers
Governed by many regulatory
requirements and internal policies
Subject to exposure, theft or tampering
by cyber-attacks that are increasing in
frequency and sophistication
As these factors indicate, a strong and up-to-date
cyber security program is vital for every
digital business.

Wipro services for
digital
data security
identity and access
Wipro takes an integrated approach to proactive
data protection that minimizes risk and controls
loss. Our portfolio of security services is designed
to deploy the right solutions for your business
activity and data.
Information protection services are
designed around Microsoft Azure
solutions and features include data
classification and labeling, data loss
prevention, management of security
keys, advanced threat protection, disk
encryption, and protection of
Cloud storage
Database security services focus on
protection measures at the database
level including authentication and
access control, firewall rules, threat
detection, cell-level encryption, data
masking, auditing, and monitoring.
Wipro also offers broader security
services including consulting,
integration and management that
address your business and compliance
requirements for data security.
Consulting and architecture services
offer risk assessment, definition of
compliance and privacy controls,
security architecture design and
guidance for a deployment roadmap.
System integration services cover
design, implementation, migration,
testing, and production rollout of an
integrated security solution for hosts
and storage security.
Managed services provide 24x7x365
Wipro resources for continuous security
monitoring and incident response to
detect attacks on servers, storage and
database systems to prevent data loss.

Microsoft delivers key
technologies and features
Wipro security services are built upon the
advantages of several Microsoft and Azure
technologies and features.
Security analytics
Azure Monitor, Microsoft 365 and Windows
Defender use analytics to help protect users, data
and infrastructure while reducing security costs
and complexity.
Security technology
Several Microsoft technologies offer enhanced
security measures. Information Protection for Azure
and Microsoft 365 help to classify data and prevent
data loss. Microsoft Cloud Application Security acts
as a Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB) to help
protect and control sensitive data in Cloud apps.
Azure Key Vault increases control over keys and
passwords used by Cloud apps and services. And
SQL Server security includes features such as
always encrypted (AE++) and SQL advanced threat
protection (ATP).

Wipro Advantages
Wipro offers value-added solutions and services
that simplify, expedite and seamlessly implement
Microsoft data security technologies, processes
and service management. Wipro's framework for
data lake security provides holistic protection by
leveraging host of Microsoft security controls and
third-party solution integrations.
As an Azure Expert Managed Services Partner and
a Microsoft Global System Integrator, we offer our
clients security experts and analysts who are
skilled in Microsoft security solutions. Wipro has
also been designated a Microsoft Security Center
of Excellence for our elevation of employee skills
and support for solving key security challenges
in the lab.
Visit www.wipro.com to learn how Wipro consulting
and managed services can improve security
measures for your applications and data.
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Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE:
507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a leading
global information technology,
consulting and business process
services company. We harness the
power of cognitive computing,
hyper-automation, robotics, cloud,
analytics and emerging technologies
to help our clients adapt to the digital
world and make them successful.
A company recognized globally for its
comprehensive portfolio of services,

strong commitment to sustainability
and good corporate citizenship, we
have over 175,000 dedicated
employees serving clients across six
continents. Together, we discover
ideas and connect the dots to build
a better and a bold new future.
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